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Motivation
 1. Predefined static mesh discretizations
 2. Adaptive and dynamic meshes: 
(1) Need for expensive optimal mesh data️ 
(2) Change of the solution space’s degree of freedom and topology during mesh refinement
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Background

 What is the mesh mover?
find a target mesh <-> find a coordinate transformation mapping
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How to define a optimal moving mesh?
-> Define a function to control the density of mesh: the monitor function � = �(�) is a matrix-

valued metric function on Ω, its corresponding mesh density function � = 푑��(�(�)) 
�-uniform mesh: The adaptive mesh moved according to � (or �).

 Intuitively, mesh movement is to uniformize cells’ volumes under M.
Region with larger value of M <-> larger mesh density.
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The specific relationship between �(표� �) and the mesh (�):

Monge-Ampere equation (a unique convex solution)

   where � is the potential function of �, i.e., �(�) = ���,
�(�)
is the Hessian matrix.
Boundary condition: 
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Choose optimal monitor function with theoretic guarantee
The form of optimal monitor funciton:
The optimal monitor function is proportional to ⟨�⟩��,�(�). 

Regions where derivatives are larger -> larger M -> higher mesh densities.
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Choose optimal monitor function with theoretic guarantee
Interpolation error:
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Our method
 Data-free Mesh Mover (DMM): 
without optimal mesh data 
changes the mesh by moving existing nodes rather than adding or deleting nodes and 

edges

            based on DMM

MM-PDE:
a two-branch architecture
a learnable interpolation framework
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We let the output of the model approximate the residual �

Sampling strategy: sampling probability proportional to �.

Data-free Mesh Mover (DMM)
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Moving mesh based neural PDE solver (MM-PDE)
Effecient message passing: 
Between time steps: leverage the DMM for efficient node allocation.
From the original to the moving mesh:  
• (1) A learnable interpolation framework �:  uses a residual cut network to convey information on 

original meshes and ���� to generate self-adapting interpolation weights. Pretrained on original data.
• (2) Two parallel branches that pass messages on the original and moving meshes respectively.

•      ℳ(��) = �1(��) + �(�2, �, ��)
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Experiment  
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 Our method can generate and utilize 
moving meshes reasonably, and is superior 
in accuracy.



Experiment  
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DMM’s ability to generate meshes of varying resolutions during inference.

The mesh tangling is rare.    A well-defined and suitable moving mesh 
is crucial. And our introduced ways of 
message passing are effective.



Thank you!
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If you have any question, please feel free 
to contact us.
hupeiyan18@mails.ucas.ac.cn
yuwang5@microsoft.com
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